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Abstract

The intent of this thesis is to seek understanding of how word work lessons with children
can transfer to their authentic reading and writing practices. Research has shown that when word
work is embedded into a balanced approach to teach literacy, it works well and quickly.
However, other research shows that word work did not transfer into the students’ authentic
writing because the connection between word work and writing was not made explicit to the
students. The gap in the literature is that far less is known about how word work transfers to
authentic reading and writing. In my study, I engaged in word work lessons, guided reading
lessons, and reading response lessons with four second grade students over the course of three
weeks. All lessons were video recorded and became data for this study. Data were analyzed
deductively by locating critical teaching moments that were taken advantage of. Findings
include three different types of prompts being used by the teacher to take advantage of critical
teaching moments. Results from this study have implications for educators, namely how they
can be more intentional with their phonics and guided reading instruction, so that word work
instruction can transfer to authentic reading and writing practices.
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Chapter One: Introduction
The importance of early language and literacy development for long-term success in
school has become more apparent with every new research study (McGill-Franzen, 2006).
Literacy is achieved when a person is able to communicate effectively through reading and
writing and “is a fundamental part of the human experience” (Keefe & Copeland, 2011). The
content of literacy includes phonemic awareness (McGill-Franzen, 2006), phonics, fluency
(Rasinski, 2012), the use of cue systems (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996), vocabulary (Beck,
McKeown, & Kucan, 2013), and comprehension (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007). For literacy
instruction to be effective, it is important for all skills of literacy to be taught in a balanced and
comprehensive approach (Allington, 2002). The particular part of literacy that I am interested in
is phonics. The purpose of teaching phonics is to give students the opportunity to decode
unknown words (Beck, 2006). There are many research-based pedagogies for developing
students’ phonics abilities. For example, Moustafa and Maldonano-Colon (1999) write about
how their version of onset-rime instruction, known as whole-to-parts phonics instruction, is
different because the letter-sound correspondence instruction is taught explicitly, systematically,
and from texts with which students are already familiar. This allows instruction to build off of
“words the students have already learned to recognize so that they can use those letter-sound
correspondences to figure out how to pronounce unfamiliar words they encounter in other
stories” (Moustafa and Maldonano-Colon, 1999, p. 450). Another research-based pedagogy
comes from Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton & Johnston’s (2012) book Words their way: Word
study for phonics, vocabulary, and spelling instruction. In this book, they write about how
“students need hands-on opportunities to manipulate words and features in different ways”
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(Bear, et al., 2012, p. 28). They go on to give the example of word sorts as a way for students to
practice manipulating and figuring out words. Two supplemental books that outline lessons and
activities for teachers to look at and use are, Words Their Way: Word Sorts for Letter NameAlphabetic Spellers by Templeton, Bear, Invernizzi, and Johnston (2008) and Words Their Way
with English Learners: Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary, and Spelling by Helman, Bear,
Templeton, Invernizzi, and Johnston (2012). Another research-based pedagogy comes from
Isabel Beck’s Making Sense of Phonics (2006) book. Beck writes about how word work, a
strategy used to teach the phonics patterns, done through successive blending and word building,
is a very effective and efficient way to teach phonics. This is the pedagogy I used in my study.
When researching the topic of phonics and word work, however, I quickly realized that this topic
has not been researched nearly enough. Even when phonics is researched, knowing how much is
transferred from a lesson to a student’s authentic reading and writing is difficult. Since phonics
research is currently lacking with minimal research literature on this topic, this study can fill a
significant gap in our knowledge by evaluating how word work with elementary students
transfers to authentic reading and writing.

Rationale
My first encounter with word work, incorporating successive blending and word
building, was in my second reading course while in the Elementary Education program at the
University of Central Florida. Similar to other courses, I figured this was just the professor’s
way of teaching literacy methods. However, after being in the course and reading research-based
books (Allington, 2002; Bear, et al., 2012; Beck, 2006; Beck, et al., 2013; Harvey & Goudvis,
2007; Johnston, 2004; Johnston, 2012; McGill-Franzen, 2006), I fully understand why the
professor teaches with these books. Each of these books have given me knowledge about
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literacy I never even knew existed. They have each shown me a different aspect of teaching
literacy, but at the same time, they all come together to make my teaching practices so much
more effective and efficient. When strategies and techniques as simple as a word work lesson is
successful and efficient, we should utilize them. While in that same reading course, I also had
the opportunity to administer some of the assessments from the book, Kindergarten Literacy by
McGill-Franzen (2006), to kindergarten students. Through this experience, I was able to see
what the student had already learned and what the student was ready to learn. I did not go as far
as actually administering the word work lessons to that kindergartener that semester, but I did
create a plan of what I would have taught first. During my third reading course at the University
of Central Florida, I was able to teach the word work lessons I had planned. The university
organizes our program of study so that preservice teachers are taking the third reading course
while in their first internship at a local elementary school. This allowed me the opportunity to
administer the Spelling Inventory assessment (Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton & Johnston, 2012)
and the Running Record assessment (Fountas & Pinnell, 2011) to four students in my internship
course. I used the data from these assessments to inform my instruction. Actually being able to
teach the lessons gave me the chance to see if what looked great in theory would actually work in
the classroom. The lessons went well and each one was completed in about five to ten minutes.
After this experience, I knew I wanted to understand more about word work and how effective it
was on a student’s authentic learning. The purpose of this thesis is to further understand how
children transfer the knowledge learned from word work lessons to their authentic reading and
writing practices when a teacher takes advantage of critical teaching moments.
Therefore, this thesis research is guided by these questions:


To what extent does word work transfer to authentic reading and writing?
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When taking advantage of a critical teaching moment, what happens to an elementary
student’s authentic reading and writing?
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Chapter Two: Review of the Literature
The literature review for this study provides relevant definitions and examines pertinent
research related to the topic studied.

Relationship between reading instruction and growth
Word work (Beck, 2006) is a research-based pedagogy used to develop student’s literacy
abilities. During word work students build words and read words with specific phonetic patterns.
The purpose of word work is for children to recognize phonetic patterns so that they can read
words with those patterns in authentic texts. Word work is an area that lacks substantial research
at this time. One study done by Amendum and Fitzgerald (2013) wanted to know if a
relationship existed between the reading instruction given and how much growth the students
would show after two years of receiving that reading instruction. In this research, students
started the program in one grade and completed the program the following year in the next grade.
At the very beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the program the students were assessed
through curriculum-based reading assessments. The assessments included oral reading of
successively difficult passages, basic sight vocabulary, hearing sounds in words, and phonics
knowledge. Instruction could not start until all of these assessments had been administered. The
assessments at the middle and at the end of the study were to see whether the students were
making growth or not. Although the study does report growth in every area including phonics
knowledge, it does not specifically say what kind of instruction was used during the instruction
time. It is good to know that having specific reading instruction can result in students growing in
reading, but knowing what kind of instruction is helping achieve this growth is crucial. In my
study, which is specifically on word work, the kind of instruction that was given was a central
part and a key factor in whether or not a critical teaching moment happened.
5

A study done by Rodgers (2005) explicitly stated that lessons from Reading Recovery
were used, which is a literacy intervention for first grade readers, during instructional time. In
this study, the students were audiotaped daily for 12 weeks while receiving the lessons. The
lessons were usually about 30 minutes long, and the teacher followed a standard format for the
instruction. A lesson included “rereading two to three familiar books, independent rereading of
the previous day’s new book while the teacher takes running records, two to three minutes of
manipulating onsets and rimes, phonemes, and inflections in order to make new words known
words, writing a story that is then written onto a strip of paper and cut up word by word, for the
child to reassemble, and reading a new story with the teachers help when needed” (Rodgers,
2005, p. 509). This study does report finding considerable progress for all four of the
participants. These findings align with my experiences because when word work is embedded
into a balanced approach to teach literacy, it has been shown to work well and quickly.
However, a specific phonics assessment was not used to measure any changes in the student’s
ability. My study included one.

Assessments to guide instruction
In a study done by Flanigan (2007), however, the assessment used to measure where the
students were in phonics was explained very thoroughly. In this study, 56 kindergarten students
were given assessments to measure beginning consonant awareness, concept of word in text, full
phoneme segmentation ability, spelling ability, and word recognition ability. For my study, the
assessment I am most interested in is the spelling assessment. For this assessment, the examiner
explained to the student that they “were going to spell some words today” (Flanigan, 2007, p.
49). First the examiner would model how to do this for the student. This included the examiner
identifying what word was going to be spelled, slowly saying the word again, thinking about
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each sound he/she hears, identifying the first sound and writing it down, identifying the second
sound and writing it down, and identifying the last sound and writing it down. “The examiner
was able to prompt the student during this assessment by saying ‘What else do you hear?’”
(Flanigan, 2007, p. 49). In my study, I did not use any prompts or modeling during the
assessments. I felt that since an assessment should judge how much the student already knew, it
might skew my findings. This study did find, though, that by giving these kinds of assessments
you are able to have a very in-depth understanding of what the student already knows and what
the student is now ready to learn. Although I did not give these assessments the exact same way
in my study, I do feel that Flanigan (2007), is still a good indicator that these assessments can
and do provide a great deal of information about a student.

Critical teaching moment
A critical teaching moment (Williams and Phillips-Birdsong, 2006) occurs when a
student needs to use what he/she has learned in a previous lesson to help solve the current
problem. Williams and Phillips-Birdsong (2006) found that the teacher plays a significant role in
creating a critical teaching moment. In this study, six students were administered the spelling
inventory, and from the results of the assessments, they were then placed into three different
groups. The teacher taught word work lessons every Friday to each of the groups. The lessons
were at first all about teaching or reviewing the specific orthographic principles, depending on
what each group needed. After this, the lessons started having more word work games and
activities to provide practice with what was taught. Along with the lessons, the teacher was also
having the students write in their journals twice a week for 20 minutes. This study found that the
word work didn’t seem to transfer into the students writing because the connection between word
work and writing was not made explicit to the students. This explicit transfer should have
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happened in a moment known as a critical teaching moment. This is a moment when a student
has the right resources to make a connection to prior learning but is not yet awareo of it.
Sometimes it just takes a little extra explaining from the teacher for the student to realize that is a
possibility.
In summary, we know when word work is embedded into a balanced approach to teach
literacy it works well and quickly. The spelling inventory and running record assessments allow
the teacher to know where the students are on the phonics continuum and at what level they are
reading. However, we also know that it has been found that even after children have engaged in
guided practice, the knowledge learned in word work did not seem to transfer into the students’
writing because the connection between word work and writing was not made explicit to the
students. Therefore, the teacher needs to be sure to take advantage of critical teaching moments.
Thus, this research sought to examine the extent to which word work transferred to students’
authentic reading and writing practices by examining critical teaching moments.
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Chapter Three: Methodology
In this study, I first gained consent from all four second grade students’ parents. Then, I
administered the Primary Spelling Inventory (Appendix A) (Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton &
Johnston, 2012). The Primary Spelling Inventory is just like a spelling test, except it is unique
because it comes with an analysis tool. This tool allowed me to know exactly what phonics
patterns each student already knew and what phonics pattern each student was ready to learn
next. I also administered the Running Record Assessment (Appendix B) (Fountas & Pinnell,
2011) to determine the students’ instructional reading levels and current comprehension abilities.
From there, I engaged in word work lessons every day for three weeks with each of the four
students. I also engaged in guided reading lessons (where a student reads at her/his instructional
reading level while the teacher listens for part or all of the time) and reading response lessons
(where a student responds or writes about what he/she just read) three to four times each week
throughout the three-week study. While the students were engaging in guided reading lessons
and reading response journals with me, I was sure to explain before and during the lessons that
the word work lessons previously taught are something that will help them while they are
reading and writing. I hoped that my saying this explicitly would allow the students to be
thinking about our word work lessons and how they were able to use what they learned to help
them decode and encode unfamiliar words.

Target population of this study
I conducted this research at my internship site in a Title I, Seminole County School. My
internship placement was in a second grade classroom. Although the second graders in my study
were further along on the phonics continuum, I believed they all still needed phonics instruction
and they all could benefit from word work lessons. I sent home consent forms to all of the
9

parent(s)/guardian(s) of the students in the class. The parent(s)/guardian(s) had one week to
return the consent form back to school. After one week, I had received enough consent forms to
then decide which students would be in my study. I chose which students would participate
through purposeful sampling. I purposively decided to select one under grade-level student at
random, one on grade-level student at random, one above grade-level student at random, and one
English Language Learner student. Therefore, I had four participants in my study. Cassandra,
who is a Caucasian female, was working on the CVCe pattern in phonics and was instructionally
reading level L text. Dalton, who is a Caucasian male, was working on decoding multisyllabic
words in phonics and was instructionally reading level N text. Yara, who is an English
Language Learner, was working on the vowel digraph pattern in phonics and was instructionally
reading level K text. It was Yara’s second year in the English Language Learner program at the
school, so she was relatively fluent in English. It is understood, though, that her parents are from
Puerto Rico and that the primary language spoken at home is Spanish. The fourth participant
was Marcus, who is a Hispanic male. He was working on the CVCe pattern in phonics and was
instructionally reading level L text. Marcus is not in the English Language Learner program at
the school because it is understood that, although, he does know Spanish, English is the primary
language spoken at home. After the four students were decided upon, I then started teaching the
word work lessons.
Data creation
After gaining consent from each of the four parents, but before starting word work
lessons, I administered the Primary Spelling Inventory (Appendix A) (Bear, et al., 2012) to
Cassandra, Dalton, Yara, and Marcus. This assessment is “used in kindergarten through third
grade to sample features of the letter name-alphabetic to within word pattern stages” (Bear et al.,
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2012, p. 343). Based on the analysis of this assessment, I determined what each student already
knew in phonics and what each student was ready to learn next (See Appendix A). Then, I
facilitated appropriate word work lessons with each student individually. I facilitated 13 lessons
with Cassandra primarily focusing on CVCe patterns. I facilitated 13 lessons with Yara
primarily focusing on both CVCe and vowel digraph patterns. I facilitated 13 lessons with
Dalton primarily focusing on multisyllabic words. I facilitated 12 lessons with Marcus primarily
focusing on CVCe patterns. Marcus received one less lesson due to an absence. All of the
lessons were video recorded and became data for this study.
I also administered the Running Record assessment (Appendix B) (Fountas & Pinnell,
2011) to all four students. Based on the analysis of this assessment, I determined each student’s
instructional reading level. It was important to know the students’ instructional reading level so
that while they were reading with me they made some errors, but not too many errors to become
frustrated. Then, I facilitated guided reading lessons. Initially, I worked with all four students
together, but then realized they needed more individual attention to take the most advantage of
each critical teaching moment. Then, I put the students into groups of two, but was still unable
to take advantage of each critical teaching moment, and therefore taught the remaining lessons
individually. All of the lessons were video recorded and became data for this study.
After most of the guided reading lessons, (all reading selections were narratives) the
students wrote a reading response for approximately 15 to 25 minutes. During each session, I
asked the students to write about what they liked most about the story, what they thought might
happen next in the story, or why they thought the author included certain events in the story. All
of the reading response sessions were video recorded and became data for this study. The
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reading response journal entries were also analyzed to notice use of phonics patterns in spelling
miscues and became additional data for this study.
Data analysis
Video data were analyzed deductively as I looked for critical teaching moments. At first,
I thought I would analyze all of the data, but my mentor and I quickly realized the need to
narrow down the amount of video we were watching. I chose to limit the analysis because
analyzing all of the videos was beyond the scope of an undergraduate honors thesis. Therefore, I
analyzed three of the individual guided reading lessons and one of the reading response lessons
from each of the four students. For the guided reading lessons, I randomly chose one session
from the beginning, one session from the middle, and one session from the end of the lessons.
While watching the videos, I was looking for critical teaching moments that were taken
advantage of. When I noticed one, I documented it on a very detailed table I created. This table
includes a time stamp, a brief description of what the student says, what I say, and what the
student then does, and an explanation of what is happening in the moment. These detailed tables
can be found in Appendices D through J.
Reading response data were analyzed deductively as I looked to see how the students
were transferring the new word work knowledge to their authentic writing.

Word work lessons
All of the word work lessons used for this study can be found in Isabel Beck’s Making
Sense of Phonics (2006) book. A word work lesson started with me explaining and modeling
what was expected. Typically, I said, “Today we are going to practice building and reading
words together. First, I will show you how I build and read words, and then you will be able to
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show me how you build and read words.” I already had the letter cards on the table in front of
us, and as I said the letter that I needed, I brought it down to build a word. I then said, “First I
need an ‘s’, then a ‘t’, then an ‘o’, and finally a ‘p’.” As I was saying each letter, I was also
putting them in a row in front of us to build the word. I then successively blended the letters.
This sounded like: “So, the word I just built was /s/, /t/, /st/, /o/, /sto/, /p/, stop.” Next I said,
“Now I am going to take the letter ‘s’ away. Let’s see how taking just one letter away can build
a whole new word, /t/, /o/, /to/, /p/, top. Look at that, I took away one letter and I was able to
make a whole new word. Now it is your turn.” I then had the child build and read between
11and 16 words, depending on how many were in that lesson. After all the words in the lesson
were built and read, I then had the child review the words she/he just built by reading them all
again. If the child miscued, I wrote the word the child said, and directly underneath that word, I
wrote the word that was supposed to be said. This allowed the child to see how the two words
were the same, yet how they were also different. After all of the words in the lesson had been
read, the lesson ended. It is important to note that these word work lessons are designed to take
place outside of an authentic reading situation. The reason for that is to make very explicit
specific phonetic patterns. The intention of word work, though, is to then, after a few lessons, to
give children opportunities to recognize phonetic patterns in authentic texts.
Chapter three fully explained my study by going into detail about the assessments I used, the
order in which my study was conducted, how I chose the participants for my study, what the
lessons looked like, and how I analyzed the data. The next chapter provides the findings for this
study. Chapter four goes into detail about how three common prompts were noticed while
analyzing data from the study. These three prompts are Remembering the Pattern Prompt,
Locating the Problem Prompt, and Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt.
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Chapter Four: Findings
The purpose of this study was to examine the extent to which word work transferred to
students’ authentic reading and writing practices, specifically when taking advantage of critical
teaching moments. Data analysis performed by the thesis chair and myself revealed three
different types of critical teaching moments. As we viewed and reviewed the prompts used
during these critical teaching moments we noticed three distinct patterns. The most explicit type
of critical teaching moment was created when I called attention to the specific phonics pattern
previously taught in the word work lessons to help guide the student to take a closer look at the
pattern being used in the word; I called this Remembering the Pattern Prompt. A slightly less
explicit type of critical teaching moment was created when I called attention to the word that the
student was trying to read by calling attention to the part of the word that contained the phonics
pattern we had learned in word work, but not specifically saying what the pattern was; I called
this Locating the Problem Prompt. The least explicit type of critical teaching moment was
created when I made a general statement to the student that the word work done prior to the
guided reading lesson could help her/him decode the word; I call this Transferring to Solve the
Problem Prompt.
Remembering the pattern prompt: Calling attention to specific phonics pattern
The Remembering the Pattern Prompt occurred with all four students in 9 out of 20
recorded and analyzed guided reading lessons. Below I share two detailed examples of critical
teaching moments that were created when a Remembering the Pattern Prompt was used. For
example, a critical teaching moment was created by a Remembering the Pattern Prompt when I
was reading with Yara.
Table 1: Remembering the pattern prompt: Yara’s guided reading
14

This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Yara was reading when a
remembering the pattern prompt was used.
Time
Description
Observation/Explanation
Session 3
Before this session
Yara engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, i-e, ea, ee, ai

10:18

Yara is trying to read Yara is not recognizing
the word ‘neatly’
the vowel digraph
pattern
She first says /ne/
with a short e
Teacher is calling
attention to the pattern
Teacher says, “What to guide the student to
does ea say?”
look closer at the pattern

Yara says long a

Yara is demonstrating
confusion

Teacher says ea
together…

Teacher is calling
attention to the pattern
to guide the student to
look closer at the pattern

Yara says, “long e!”

Yara recognizes the
vowel digraph pattern
and uses it to help her
read the word correctly

Yara was trying to read the word ‘neatly’. She first said /ne/ with a short e. This shows
that she was not recognizing the vowel digraph pattern that we were learning in word work. I
then said, “What does /ea/ say?” This is how I called attention to the pattern being taught in the
word work lessons to help guide Yara to take a closer look at the vowel digraph pattern. After a
little confusion with what the pattern was, Yara was able to recognize the vowel digraph pattern
and used it to help her decode the word and read it correctly.
While reading with Dalton, another critical teaching moment was created by a
Remembering the Pattern Prompt when Dalton was trying to read the word ‘nearby’.
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Table 2: Remembering the pattern prompt: Dalton’s guided reading
This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Dalton was reading when a
remembering the pattern prompt was used.
Time
Description
Observation/Explanation
Session 6

15:31

Before each session
Dalton engaged in
multisyllabic word
work lessons where
he focused on
recognizing and
building words by
their syllables

Dalton tries to read
the word ‘nearby’
As he is sounding it
out the teacher
reminds him to
break it up into the
syllables
Dalton transfers the
framing strategy
from the word work
lessons to help him
break apart the word

Teacher is guiding
Dalton to transfer his
new knowledge of
breaking words into
syllables to help him
decode the word

Dalton transfers his
word work knowledge
to this authentic reading
moment, and is then
able to say the word
correctly

Dalton correctly says
‘nearby’

As he was sounding out the word, I reminded him to break the word up into its syllables.
This is how I called attention to the strategy being taught in the word work lessons to help guide
Dalton to transfer his new knowledge of breaking words into syllables to help him decode this
word. Dalton was then able to transfer his knowledge of the framing strategy from the word
work lessons to help him break apart the word. He used this strategy to help him decode the
word and read it correctly.
Locating the problem prompt: Calling attention to the part of the word
The Locating the Problem Prompt occurred with all four students in 7 out of 20 recorded
and analyzed guided reading lessons. Below I share two detailed examples of critical teaching
moments that were created when a Locating the Problem Prompt was used. For example, a
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critical teaching moment was created by a Locating the Problem Prompt when I was reading
with Marcus.
Table 3: Locating the problem prompt: Marcus’s guided reading
This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Marcus was reading when a
locating the problem prompt was used.
Time
Description
Observation/Explanation
Session 3
Before this session
Marcus engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, o-e, i-e, u-e

15:33

Marcus is trying to
read the word
‘turnstile’
Marcus pauses
before reading, and
the teacher tells him
to break it up

Marcus does not
recognize the CVCe
pattern at the end of the
word- he is still
approximating

Marcus says,
“turnstill”
The teacher points to
the second word and
said, what is this
word?

Marcus correctly
says the word
‘turnstile’

Teacher is guiding
Marcus to notice the
CVCe pattern by asking
him to look at the part of
the word that has the
pattern in it
Marcus was able to
transfer the word work
knowledge to the word

Marcus was trying to read the word ‘turnstile’. He first said ‘turnstill’. This shows that
he was not recognizing the CVCe pattern that we were learning in word work. I then pointed to
the second word and said, “What is this word”? This is how I called attention to the part of the
word that contained the phonics pattern that we were learning in word work, but not specifically
saying what pattern it was to help guide Marcus to take a closer look at the CVCe pattern at the
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end of the word. Marcus was then able to recognize the CVCe pattern and used it to help him
decode the word and read it correctly.
While reading with Cassandra, another critical teaching moment was created by a
Locating the Problem Prompt when Cassandra was trying to read the word ‘skaters.’
Table 4: Locating the problem prompt: Cassandra’s guided reading
This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Cassandra was reading when a
locating the problem prompt was used.
Time
Description
Observation/Explanation
Session 3
Before this session
Cassandra engaged
in word work
lessons focusing on
the following
patterns:
a-e, o-e, i-e

4:03

Cassandra tries to
read the word
‘skaters’

Student does not
recognize the CVCe
pattern- she is still
approximating

She first says
“skitters”
Teacher says, “Well
look, if we just have
this part of the word
(shows just skate)
what word do we
have now?”

Teacher is guiding the
student to notice the
CVCe pattern by having
her look at a specific
part of the word

Cassandra first says
skat, then says skate

The teacher asks
Cassandra to add on
the ending
Cassandra says the
word ‘skaters’
correctly

Cassandra transfers her
word work knowledge
to her reading and
recognizes the CVCe
pattern and uses it to
help her read the word
correctly

She first said ‘skitters’ with a short i. This shows that Cassandra was still approximating
and not always recognizing the CVCe pattern that we were learning in word work. I then said,
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“Well look, if we just have this part of the word (shows just skate) what word do we have now?”
This is how I called attention to the part of the word that contained the phonics pattern we were
learning in word work, but not specifically saying what pattern is was to help guide Cassandra to
take a closer look at the CVCe pattern at the beginning of the word. Cassandra was then able to
recognize the CVCe pattern and used it to help her decode the word and read it correctly.
Transferring to solve the problem prompt: Calling attention to previous word work lessons
by making a general statement
The Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt occurred with two out of four students in
four out of twenty video recorded and analyzed guided reading lessons. Below I share two
detailed examples of critical teaching moments that were created when a Transferring to Solve
the Problem Prompt was used. For example, a critical teaching moment was created by a
Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt when I was reading with Yara.
Table 5: Transferring to solve the problem prompt: Yara’s guided reading
This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Yara was reading when a
transferring to solve the problem prompt was used.
Time
Description
Observation/Explanation
Session 3
Before this session
Yara engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, i-e, ea, ee, ai

13:44

Yara tries to read the
word ‘squeaky’

Teacher says ‘we
can use what we
learned in word
work to help us read
this word’.

Yara, after multiple
tries, reads the word
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Yara is not recognizing
the vowel digraph
pattern

Teacher is explicitly
connecting the word
work lessons to help her
decode words while
authentically reading
Yara was able to transfer
the word work
knowledge to the word,
but was having trouble
with the triple blend at

correctly (has most
trouble with /squ/)

the beginning of the
word

Yara was trying to read the word ‘squeaky’. When I noticed she was not recognizing the
vowel digraph pattern from our word work lessons, I said to her, “We can use what we have
learned in word work to help us read this word.” This is how I implicitly offered a suggestion to
Yara that the word work done prior to the guided reading lesson could help her decode the word.
Yara was then able to transfer the word work knowledge to help her decode the word and read it
correctly.
While reading with Cassandra a critical teaching moment was created by a Transferring
to Solve the Problem Prompt when Cassandra was trying to read the word ‘pack’.
Table 6: Transferring to solve the problem prompt: Cassandra’s guided reading
This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Cassandra was reading when a
transferring to solve the problem prompt was used.
Time
Description
Observation/Explanation
Session 1

Before this session
Cassandra engaged
in word work
lessons focusing on
the following
patterns:
a-e

11:17

Cassandra tries to
read the word pack,
but at first says
‘pake’, then changes
it to pack

Cassandra initially says
it incorrectly, but then is
unsure and goes back to
a CVC pattern- she is
approximating

The teacher asks,
“how did you know
it was pack and not
pake?”

Helping Cassandra to
develop her agency

Cassandra says,
“Well I know it’s
pack because there is
no /e/ at the end. If
there was an /e/ at
the end if would say
long /a/ but since
there is not it is short
/a/.”

I created a critical
teaching moment by
calling attention to the
two patterns. This
allowed Cassandra the
opportunity to verbalize
her reasoning of how
she knew which pattern
to use. Cassandra is
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transferring the word
work knowledge to her
reading to help her know
when to use long vowel
patterns or short vowel
patterns

Cassandra was trying to read the word pack, but first said ‘pake’, then changed it to pack.
This shows that Cassandra was still approximating because she initially said it incorrectly, but
then is unsure and goes back to a CVC pattern. I asked her, “how did you know it was pack and
not pake?” This is how I helped Cassandra to develop her agency by creating a critical teaching
moment that allowed Cassandra the opportunity to verbalize her reasoning of how she knew
which pattern to use. Cassandra said, “Well I know it’s pack because there is no /e/ at the end.
If there was an /e/ at the end if would say long /a/ but since there is not it is short /a/.” This shows
Cassandra transferring the word work knowledge to her reading to help her know when to use
long vowel patterns or short vowel patterns.

Reading response
After each guided reading lesson the students engaged in a reading response. A reading
response is where a student responds or writes about what she/he just read. Similar to the guided
reading lessons, the reading response data analysis aligned with the prior three different types of
critical teaching moments identified. The three types are Remembering the Pattern Prompt,
Locating the Problem Prompt, and Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt.
The Remembering the Pattern Prompt occurred with Marcus in one out of four video
recorded and analyzed reading response lessons. Below I share this detailed example of a critical
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teaching moment that was created when a Remembering the Pattern Prompt was used while
Marcus was writing.
Table 7: Remembering the pattern prompt: Marcus’s reading response
This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Marcus was writing when a
remembering the pattern prompt was used.
Time
Description
Observation/Explanation
Session 2
Before this session
Marcus engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, o-e, i-e, u-e

39:30

Marcus wants to
spell met, but first
spells it mete

Marcus is using, but
confusing his CVCe
knowledge acquired
through word work
lessons

The teacher writes
on the side for
Marcus the words
can and cane and
says, “how are these
two words different
in their spelling and
in their sound?”

This is how I tried to
call attention to the
pattern being taught in
the word work lessons to
help guide Marcus to
take a closer look at the
CVC and CVCe
patterns.

Marcus then says
‘met’ should be
spelled meate
The teacher says, “If
we want ‘e’ to say
short /e/ sound in
met, how can we
look at the word can
to figure that out. Is
there an ‘e’
anywhere at the end
of that word?”
Marcus says, no
Marcus spells the
word correctly
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I am again calling
attention to the pattern
being taught in the word
work lessons to help
guide Marcus to take a
closer look at the CVC
and CVCe patterns.

Marcus recognizes that
the CVC pattern was
necessary and used it to
help him encode the
word and spell it
correctly

Marcus was trying to spell the word ‘met’. He first spelled it /mete/ with an e-e. This
shows that he was using, but confusing his CVCe knowledge acquired during word work lessons.
I then wrote on the side for Marcus the words can and cane. We went over how the two words
were different in their spelling and in their sound. After further confusion, I eventually said, “If
we want ‘e’ to say short /e/ sound in met, how can we look at the word to figure that out. Is there
an ‘e’ anywhere at the end of that word?” This is how I called attention to the pattern being
taught in the word work lessons to help guide Marcus to take a closer look at the CVC and CVCe
patterns. After realizing what pattern was needed here, Marcus was able to recognize that the
CVC pattern was necessary and used it to help him encode the word and spell it correctly.
The Locating the Problem Prompt occurred with Dalton and Yara in two out of four
video recorded and analyzed reading response lessons. Below I share a detailed example of a
critical teaching moment that was created when a Locating the Problem Prompt was used while
Dalton was writing the word ‘Valentine’.
Table 8: Locating the problem prompt: Dalton’s reading response
This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Dalton was writing when a
locating the problem prompt was used.
Time
Description
Observation/Explanation
Session 8
Before each session
Dalton engaged in
multisyllabic word
work lessons where
he focused on
recognizing and
building words by
their syllables

21:36

Dalton tries to spell
the word ‘Valentine’
He first spells it
‘Valentin’

Dalton is not
recognizing that the last
syllable in the word uses
the CVCe pattern

As he is reading the
sentence with the
word in it to the
teacher, he says, “oh
wait!”
The teacher says,
“Oh look, Val en
tin”
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This is how I called
attention to the part of
the word that contained
the phonics pattern we

were learning in word
work, but not
specifically saying what
pattern it was to help
guide Dalton to take a
closer look at all of the
syllables in the word
Dalton says, “Oh!”
Dalton spells the
word correctly

Dalton was then able to
recognize the last
syllable was not correct
and used it to help him
encode the word and
spell it correctly.

He first spelled it ‘Valentin’ without a final ‘e’ at the end. This shows that Dalton was still
approximating what he was learning in word work. I asked him to read the sentence with his
word (Valentin) in it to me. While he was reading it he said, “Oh wait!” I then said, “Oh look,
Val en tin.” Dalton then says, “Oh!” This is how I called attention to the part of the word that
contained the phonics pattern we were learning in word work, but not specifically saying what
pattern is was to help guide Dalton to take a closer look at all of the syllables in the word.
Dalton was then able to recognize the last syllable was not correct and used it to help him encode
the word and spell it correctly.
The Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt occurred with Yara in one out of four
video recorded and analyzed reading response lessons. Below I share this detailed example of a
critical teaching moment that was created when a Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt was
used while Yara was writing.
Table 9: Transferring to solve the problem prompt: Yara’s reading response
This table shows a critical teaching moment being created while Yara was writing when a
transferring to solve the problem prompt was used.
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Session 5
Before this session
Yara engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, i-e, ea, ee, ai, ay

Time

Description

Observation/Explanation

30:15

Yara tries to spell
the word agreed

Yara is not recognizing
the vowel digraph
pattern
from our word work
lessons

She spells it, agred

The teacher says,
“Think about our
word work lessons.
How would we get
the ‘e’ to say long e
instead of short e?”

This is how I make it
explicit to Yara that the
word work done prior to
the guided reading
lesson can help her
encode the word

Yara thinks about it

I notice Yara is still not
remembering so I make
it explicit again that our
word work lessons can
help her encode this
word

The teacher says,
“Well, what have we
been doing in our
word work lessons?”
The teacher models
by writing the and
saying the words,
need, seat, neat, and
seed
Yara decides she
needs two e’s in
agree
She writes agreed
correctly

Yara is able to transfer
the word work
knowledge to help her
encode the word and
spell it correctly.

Yara was trying to spell the word ‘agreed’. She first spells it ‘agred’ with a short ‘e’.
When I noticed she was not recognizing the vowel digraph pattern from our word work lessons, I
said to her, “Think about our word work lessons. How would we get the ‘e’ to say long e instead
of short e?”. This is how I implicitly guided Yara to notice that the word work done prior to the
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guided reading lesson could help her decode the word. At first Yara still was not remembering,
so I said again, “Well, what have we been doing in our word work lessons?” I even modeled for
her by writing and saying the words, need, seat, neat, and seed. Yara was then able to transfer
the word work knowledge to help her encode the word and spell it correctly.
The previous findings show examples and explain the three different types of critical
teaching moment prompts. Next, I share with you how each child’s phonics abilities developed
over the course of this study.
Phonics development over time
Table 10: Phonics development over time.
This table shows the results of the Primary Spelling Inventory before my word work lessons and
after my word work lessons.
Primary Spelling Inventory
Primary Spelling Inventory
First Administration
Second Administration
1/19/16
3/17/16
1/7 Long Vowel Patterns (CVCe)

3/7 Long Vowel Patterns

Dalton

5/7 Other Vowel Patterns
4/7 Inflected Endings Patterns
(Multisyllabic Word Medium/Hard
Sets)

6/7 Other Vowel Patterns
4/7 Inflected Endings Patterns

Marcus

3/7 Long Vowel Patterns (CVCe)

3/7 Long Vowel Patterns

Yara
(English
Language
Learner)

3/7 Long Vowel Patterns (CVCe;
ee, ea, ai, ay)

1/7 Long Vowel Patterns

Cassandra
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The data in Table 10 show the results from both the first Primary Spelling Inventory
administration and the second Primary Spelling Inventory administration. You can see that all of
the students progressed or stayed the same along the continuum, besides Yara, who went slightly
down on the continuum.
Chapter four goes into detail about how three common prompts were noticed while
analyzing data from the study. These three prompts are Remembering the Pattern Prompt,
Locating the Problem Prompt, and Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt. In the next
chapter I discuss a few of the limitations of this study and what implications there are for
educators.
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Future Research
The purpose of this thesis was to further understand how children transfer the knowledge
learned from word work lessons to their authentic reading and writing practices when a teacher
takes advantage of critical teaching moments.
Therefore, this thesis research was guided by these questions:


To what extent does word work transfer to authentic reading and writing?



When taking advantage of a critical teaching moment, what happens to an elementary
student’s authentic reading and writing?

In this chapter I discuss a few of the limitations of this study and what implications there are for
educators, namely how they can be more intentional with their phonics and guided reading
instruction so that word work instruction can transfer to authentic reading and writing practices.
Limitations
Before I discuss the implications of these findings, I would like to discuss the limitations
of this study. For this study, I chose to hone in on one very specific part of phonics instruction
and to only use one research-based pedagogy from Isabel Beck (2006) to teach the participants.
Since I only focused on one phonics element and only used one research-based pedagogy, I do
realize that I did not use a balanced approach to teaching literacy. Although I intenetd to take a
balanced approach, the research questions and deductive nature of my annalyis may have led me
to over focus on phonics at the expense of a balanced approach. Therefore, the participants
probably did not experience as balanced and as effective learning. If I were to repeat this
research, I would be sure to incorporate other aspects of literacy instruction as well.
Another limitation surrounds the kinds of books I chose to use during the guided reading
lessons. None of the four participants were given a choice of book, but rather, were asked to
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read a particular chapter book. This goes back to incorporating other aspects of literacy
instruction, though. If I had been thinking about a balanced approach, I would have given the
students a choice of several books from which to pick. Giving the students a choice adds to the
authenticity of the study as well as letting them feel a little more agentive about their learning.
The book choices would include picture books and chapter books. Having picture books as an
option is a great way for students to use the pictures as semantic meaning support while reading
the story. However, by not seeing the pictures, I could attribute their finding the correct word to
be likely linked to word work.
One final limitation would be the length of the study. As for any study in education,
three weeks is not a long time. Generally to see true change, a study needs to be longer than just
three weeks. This is probably why only two of the four participants showed improved phonics
abilities throughout my study. If I were to do this again, I would plan to have the study span
over the course of at least six weeks. Doubling the time should allow for the students to progress
through an entire pattern on the phonics continuum.
Discussion
We know from Isabel Beck (2006) that word work is efficient and effective. Word
building not only helps students develop written word sense, but it also allows students to pay
close attention to the different kinds of spelling patterns. Having an understanding of the
graphophonemic aspects of words and seeing all of the letters in a word while reading is
important for students because that is what promotes students to engage in a self-teaching
process which will enable them to decode words while I am not there. Beck (2006) claims with
just 20 word work lessons, students were able to score higher on standardized tests in the areas of
decoding, comprehension, and phonological awareness.
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We know from Williams and Phillips-Birdsong (2006) that in order for word work to
transfer to a student’s writing, there needs to be a critical teaching moment. This is a moment in
a lesson where a connection is made explicit to the student between the word work lesson and
the reading or writing lesson.
These findings show that not only does a teacher need to create a critical teaching
moment, but that different kinds of critical teaching moments are also made depending on the
student. Critical teaching moments do not just happen, though. In order for this moment to
happen, the teacher must go into the lesson: knowing what the lesson goal is, have an idea as to
what kind of learners the students are, and know what kind of language needs to be said in order
to allow students the opportunity to be as agentive as possible. Below I go further into detail
concerning three different thoughts. I explain what implications there are for educators, how
there are three different prompts because students develop at different paces, and how I
ultimately want my students to be problems solvers on their own, and in order for that to happen
the teacher needs to use certain types of prompts to encourage self-solving thinking.
Role of teacher
These results, pertaining to different types of critical teaching moments, have possible
implications for the role of the teacher. Some people may think that teachers’ first instincts
should be followed and just say what comes to mind while reading or writing with a student.
This is not the case, though. In order to allow students the best practice, teachers need to be very
mindful and intentional with their language. They also need to always have the goal of the
lesson in mind. A Remembering the Pattern Prompt can be quickly changed into a Transferring
to Solve the Problem Prompt when a teacher is being very mindful and intentional with her/his
language and keeping the goal of the lesson in mind. For example, when Yara said /ne/ when
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trying to read the word neatly, I respeonded by saying, “ What does ea say?” Instead, if I had
said, “How can our word work lessons help us read this word?”, this Remembering the Pattern
Prompt could have easily been changed into a Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt. When
a teacher goes into a lesson knowing what she/he wants the outcome to be, it is so much easier
for her/him to be mindful of the language being used. When the correct language is used, the
student is given the correct prompts and is then able to think as agentively as possible.
Differences in learners
One important observation gleamed from this study: All of the students in my study
developed at a different pace. This is evident by how much they did or did not progress through
the phonics word work continuum and by my using three different critical teaching moment
prompts. Creating these three different types of prompts was not an intentional act. However, it
makes total sense that it happened this way. Like anything in teaching, my study had some
students who really needed more direct guidance and more scaffolding to truly master the skill,
while other students did not need much guidance or scaffolding at all. Some students may begin
the transfer process with the most guided, Remembering the Pattern Prompt, then go to the
slightly less guided, Locating the Problem Prompt, all the way through to the least guided,
Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt. I imagine that other students will start at the least
guided Transferring to Solve the Problem Prompt. This is why it is so important for educators to
research and realize that no two children will take in or make new knowledge in the same way.
The three prompts identified in this exploratory study allow for teachers to differentiate
instruction and meet the needs of all students.
Developing student agency
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Ultimately, I want young readers and writers to be able to problem solve in situations
when I am not present. I will not always be able to be there every time a student is reading or
writing, which is a good thing. This is why it is so important for students to practice transferring
their previously learned knowledge to a similar yet different situation. Creating agentive and
independent readers and writers is the ultimate goal. This kind of agentive practice happened
when I created a critical teaching moment by using the Transferring to Solve the Problem
Prompt. Of the three, this prompt allowed the students to be most agentive. This is so important
because without transferability and agency (Johnston, 2004), students will have a very hard time
being independent thinkers and literacy learners. Of course, all three prompts are great to use,
but when thinking about encouraging agency, the best one would be the Transferring to Solve the
Problem Prompt.
Future work
Interestingly, researchers have not looked at students’ agency in relation to critical
teaching moments. Something I think about is, would a student’s agency have a direct
correlation to transfer time? For example, would a student be more agentive in decoding a
phonetic pattern if they had more than four weeks to engage in word work lessons. Even further,
I wonder how long spontaneous transfer would occur without critical teaching moments. Would
it take longer for children to learn a phonics pattern and transfer it to their authentic reading and
writing practeics than district pacing guides allow? Finally, I think, at what point, with or
without these three identified prompts, would most children start transferring their word work
learning in independent reading situations. What messages are sent to young readers and writers
about literacy and agency through critical teaching moments? Amongst all of these questions,
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though, I think that further replicating this study is needed with more students and over a longer
period of time.
This thesis, focusing on the extent to which word work transfers to students’ authentic
reading and writing practices by examining critical teaching moments, has allowed me to reflect
and understand my own practices as an educator at a much deeper level and how those practices
impact student learning. I look forward to applying these three critical teaching moments and
word work lessons to my future students. I also look forward to continuing to study and research
how elementary students make these important transfers to authentic reading and writing. These
findings can also help other teacehrs examine their use of critical teaching moments and how
those moments impact their students’ learning.
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Appendix D:
Cassandra’s Guided Reading Sessions
Time

Description

Observation/Explanation

Session 1

11:17

Before this session
Cassandra engaged
in word work
lessons focusing on
the following
patterns:
a-e

Transferring to
Solve the Problem
Prompt

Cassandra tries to
read the word pack,
but at first says
‘pake’, then changes
it to pack

Cassandra initially says
it incorrectly, but then is
unsure and goes back to
a CVC pattern- she is
approximating

The teacher asks,
“how did you know
it was pack and not
pake?”

Helping Cassandra to
develop her agency

Cassandra says,
“Well I know it’s
pack because there
is no /e/ at the end.
If there was an /e/ at
the end if would say
long /a/ but since
there is not it is short
/a/.”

I created a critical
teaching moment by
calling attention to the
two patterns. This
allowed Cassandra the
opportunity to verbalize
her reasoning of how
she knew which pattern
to use. Cassandra is
transferring the word
work knowledge to her
reading to help her know
when to use long vowel
patterns or short vowel
patterns

Cassandra tries to
read the word
rhyme, but says
‘rimmee’

Cassandra is not
recognizing the CVCe
pattern

11:57

Rembering the
Pattern Prompt

Teacher says, “If the
/e/ is on the end,
think back to our
lessons, is the /e/
silent or do you say
it?”
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Teacher is explicitly
connecting the word
work lessons to help
Cassandra decode words
while authentically
reading

Cassandra says,
“Oh! It’s silent”
Cassandra still has a
tough time sounding
out the beginning of
the word
Teacher tells
Cassandra that the
/y/ in ‘rhyme’ says
long /i/ sound
Cassandra says the
word ‘rhyme’
correctly

13:40

Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

20:28

Cassandra tries to
read the word
Kathleen

Cassandra was able to
transfer the word work
knowledge to the word,
but was having trouble
with the /y/ sound like a
long /i/ at the beginning
of the word

Cassandra is using, but
confusing her CVCe
knowledge acquired
through word work

She says Kath with a
long /a/
Teacher says, “is
there an /e/ after the
/h/ to make the a
long?”

I created a critical
teaching moment by
calling attention to the
CVCe pattern. This
allowed Cassandra to
think about whether she
should say long /e/ or
short /e/

Cassandra correctly
says the word
‘Kathleen’

Cassandra relied on her
CVC knowledge to
correctly decode the first
syllable in the word

Cassandra tries to
read the word
‘smiled’

Student does not
recognize the CVCe
pattern- she is still
approximating
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Transferring to
Solve the Problem
Prompt

She says ‘smelled’
Teacher says, “look
at that again”

Teacher is guiding the
student to notice the
CVCe pattern

Cassandra quickly
Recognizes the CVCe
says smiled correctly pattern quickly and uses
it to help her read the
word correctly

Session 3
Before this session
Cassandra engaged
in word work
lessons focusing on
the following
patterns:
a-e, o-e, i-e

4:03

Locating the
Problem Prompt

Cassandra tries to
read the word
‘skaters’

Cassandra does not
recognize the CVCe
pattern- she is still
approximating

She first says
“skitters”
Teacher says, “Well
look, if we just have
this part of the word
(shows just skate)
what word do we
have now?”

Teacher is guiding the
student to notice the
CVCe pattern by having
her look at a specific
part of the word

Cassandra first says
skat, then says skate

The teacher asks
Cassandra to add on
the ending
Cassandra says the
word ‘skaters’
correctly
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Cassandra transfers her
word work knowledge
to her reading and
recognizes the CVCe
pattern and uses it to
help her read the word
correctly
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Appendix E:
Dalton’s Guided Reading Sessions
Time

Description

Observation/Explanation

Session 1

6:19

Dalton tries to read
the word ‘envelope’

Before each session
Dalton engaged in
multisyllabic word
work lessons where
he focused on
recognizing and
building words by
their syllables

Locating the
Problem Prompt

Dalton transfers the
framing strategy
from the word work
lessons to help him
break apart the word

Dalton is approximating
by transferring the
framing strategy taught
in the word work
lessons, without needing
to be prompted,
however, he does not
frame every syllable in
the word, and therefore
does not pronounce the
last two syllables
correctly

He only uses this
strategy for the first
syllable, though
Dalton still misreads
the word
The teacher points to
the beginning,
middle and end of
the word

Teacher is modeling
how to use the framing
strategy throughout the
entire word

Once Dalton is able
to see each syllable,
he is then able to
read each syllable
correctly and then
quickly says
‘envelope’

Session 6

15:31

Dalton tries to read
the word ‘nearby’

Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

As he is sounding it
out the teacher
reminds him to
break it up into the
syllables
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Teacher is guiding
Dalton to transfer his
new knowledge of
breaking words into
syllables to help him
decode the word

Dalton transfers the
framing strategy
from the word work
lessons to help him
break apart the word

Dalton transfers his
word work knowledge
to this authentic reading
moment, and is then
able to say the word
correctly

Dalton correctly
says ‘nearby’

Session 9

8:08

Locating the
Problem Prompt

Dalton tries to read
the word
‘perspiration’
As he is sounding it
out the teacher
reminds him to
break it up into
syllables

Teacher is guiding
Dalton to transfer his
new knowledge of
breaking words into
syllables to help him
decode the word

Dalton transfers the
framing strategy
from the word work
lessons to help him
break apart the word
Dalton still misreads
the word
The teacher points to
each syllable in the
word
Dalton is able to see
and correctly say
each syllable in the
word.
Once Dalton gets
done with every
syllable, he has
forgotten what the
beginning is
supposed to say
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Dalton transfers his
word work knowledge
to this authentic reading
moment, and is then
able to say the word
correctly

The teacher has him
start with the first
syllable again. She
then moves on to the
second syllable.
Once Dalton has
said both syllables,
she has him
successively blend
the two
Once Dalton
successively blends
each syllable
together, he is able
to say the word
‘perspiration’
correctly

11:50

Locating the
Problem Prompt

Dalton starts
sounding out the
word ‘baffled’
First he says
‘buffled’, then he
says ‘bayffled’

Dalton is approximating
by transferring the
framing strategy taught
in the word work
lessons, without needing
to be prompted;
however, he does not
The teacher points to frame every syllable in
the first syllable in
the word, and therefore
the word and Dalton does not pronounce the
says ‘baf’ with a
last two syllables
short /a/
correctly
The teacher points to
the second syllable
in the word and
Dalton says ‘fled’
with a short /e/
Teacher is guiding
Dalton to transfer his
The teacher says, ‘it new knowledge of
does look like it
breaking words into
could be fled but it’s syllables to help him
pronounced ‘fulled’ decode the word by
having him look at a
specific part of the word
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Dalton puts the two
syllables together
and says the word
‘baffled’ correctly
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Dalton transfers his
word work knowledge
to this authentic reading
moment, and is then
able to say the word
correctly
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Appendix F:
Marcus’s Guided Reading Sessions

Session 1
Before this session
Marcus engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, o-e, i-e

Time

Description

Observation/Explanation

12:54

Marcus is trying to
read the word
‘wiped’

Marcus does not
recognize the CVCe
pattern being used in the
word

Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

He first says
‘wisped’
Teachers asks, “He
wisped his brow?”

I am calling attention to
the meaning of the word
by reading it again

Marcus says
‘wisped’ again
Teacher asks
student, Teacher
says, “If is is a
vowel consonant
vowel pattern, the /e/
makes the /i/ do
what?”
Marcus responds,
“say its name”
Teachers asks
Marcus, “What is
the name of that
vowel?”

I create a critical
teaching moment by
calling attention to the
CVCe pattern. This
allows Marcus to think
about whether he should
say long /i/ or short /i/
Marcus answered my
question, but not the
way I wanted him to. I
am encouraging him to
be a problem solver

Marcus transfers his
word work knowledge
Marcus says /i/, long to this authentic reading
i
moment, and is then
able to read the word
Marcus then says the correctly
work ‘wiped’
correctly

Session 2

19:01
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Before this session
Marcus engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, o-e, i-e

Marcus is trying to
read the word ‘data’
Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

He first says ‘date’

Marcus sees the CVCe
pattern and instantly
thinks the first vowel
says its name

Teacher says,
“date?”

I am calling attention to
the word hoping he will
realize

Marcus says, “oh,
dat”

Marcus is showing
confusion about what
this pattern should say

Teacher says, “if it
were dat it would
have no e, but it
looks like this,
(shows the whole
word) what’s the
difference?”
Marcus says, “yea
the last a make the
first a say it’s name,
it’s date.”

Teacher says, “this
is correct, but the
last vowel isn’t
silent because it’s
not an /e/. For this
word we say the
short /a/ sound at the
end
Marcus says the
word ‘data’ correctly

Session 3
Before this session
Marcus engaged in

15:33

Marcus is trying to
read the word
‘turnstile’
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I am acknowledging that
I see his confusions. I
try to make the problem
a little easier to solve

Marcus is transferring
his word work
knowledge to this
authentic reading
moment

Teacher acknowledges
the transfer, and then
tells him the sound in
this word ( both ‘a’s are
short )

Student plugs in told
sounds

word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, o-e, i-e, u-e

Locating the
Problem Prompt

Marcus pauses
before reading, and
the teacher tells him
to break it up

Marcus does not
recognize the CVCe
pattern at the end of the
word. He is still
approximating

Marcus says,
“turnstill”
The teacher points to
the second word and
said, what is this
word?

Teacher is guiding
Marcus to notice the
CVCe pattern by asking
him to look at the part of
the word that has the
pattern in it

Marcus correctly
says the word
‘turnstile’

Marcus was able to
transfer the word work
knowledge to the word
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Appendix G:
Yara’s Guided Reading Sessions

Session 1
Before this session
Yara engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, i-e, ea, ee

Time

Description

Observation/Explanation

:38

Yara is trying to
read the word
‘Jansen’

Yara is using, but
confusing her CVCe
knowledge acquired
through word work

Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

She first says
Janesen, with a long
‘a’
I created a critical
Teachers asks, “Why teaching moment by
are you saying Jane, calling attention to the
is there an e there?” CVCe pattern. This
allowed Yara to think
about whether she
should say long a or
short a

1:29

Student rereads the
first part of the word
and says Jan using
the short a sound

Yara relied on her CVC
knowledge to correctly
decode the first syllable
in the word

Student correctly
reads ‘Lane’, then
says Lan?

Yara initially says it
correctly, but then is
unsure and goes back to
a CVC pattern. She is
approximating

Teacher says, “Well,
what do you think?”

I’m helping Yara to
develop her agency

Students says Lan

Yara is incorrectly
identifying the pattern

Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

Teacher says, “Well,
if there’s an e at the
end what does it
(meaning a) say?”
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I created a critical
teaching moment by
calling attention to the
CVCe pattern. This
allowed Yara to think

about whether she
should say long a or
short a

5:20

Student says Lan,
then starts pointing
to the word and
sounding it out like
we do in word work

Yara is transferring the
word work pattern and
the method we used in
our word work lessons
to decode the word

Student says ‘Lan’

Student does not
recognize the CVCe
pattern. She is still
approximating

Teacher says,
“What’s at the end?”

Teacher is guiding the
student to notice the
CVCe pattern

Student quickly
corrects it to ‘Lane’

Recognizes the CVCe
pattern quickly and uses
it to help her read the
word correctly

Student is trying to
read the word
‘search’

Yara is transferring her
knowledge of the /ea/
pattern to a word that
does not follow that rule

Locating the
Problem Prompt

11:06

Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

She first says seer
with a long e
Teacher says, “I
know it says ea so
you want to say long
e, but when it is ear
we say er

Teacher acknowledges
the transfer, and then
tells her the sound in
this word (r-controlled
pattern)

Student correctly
says searched

Student plugs in told
sound

19:15
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Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

Yara is trying to
read the word
‘eagerness’

Yara is not recognizing
the vowel digraph
pattern

She first says ‘egg?’

Teacher is calling
attention to the pattern
to guide the student to
look closer at the pattern

Teacher says, “What
does ea together
mean?”
Yara says long e

She tries to say the
whole word, but
says ergness
Teacher helps Yara
sound out the word
by successively
blending

Session 3
Before this session
Yara engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, i-e, ea, ee, ai

10:18

Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

Yara is transferring her
knowledge of the /ea/
pattern
Yara is having difficulty
blending the word
Teacher guides the
student in using the
successive blending
method used during
word work (but not
explicitly referring to
word work)

She says eagerness
correctly

After she is reminded of
the method, she uses it
to decode the word
correctly

Yara is trying to
read the word
‘neatly’

Yara is not recognizing
the vowel digraph
pattern

She first says /ne/
with a short e
Teacher says, “What
does ea say?”

Yara says long a

Teacher is calling
attention to the pattern
to guide the student to
look closer at the pattern
Yara is demonstrating
confusion
Teacher is calling
attention to the pattern
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13:44

Transferring to
Solve the Problem
Prompt

Session 7
Before this session
Yara engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, i-e, ea, ee, ai, ay

17:52

Transferring to
Solve the Problem
Prompt

Teacher says ea
toghether…

to guide the student to
look closer at the pattern

Yara says, “long e!”

Yara recognizes the
vowel digraph pattern
and uses it to help her
read the word correctly

Yara tries to read the Yara is not recognizing
word ‘squeaky’
the vowel digraph
pattern
Teacher says ‘we
can use what we
learned in word
work to help us read
this word’.

Teacher is explicitly
connecting the word
work lessons to help her
decode words while
authentically reading

Yara, after multiple
tries, reads the word
correctly (has most
trouble with /squ/
sound)

Yara was able to transfer
the word work
knowledge to the word,
but was having trouble
with the triple blend at
the beginning of the
word

Yara tries to read the Yara is not
word ‘con-tainer’
recognizing the vowel
(word is split into
digraph pattern
two lines)
Yara says /a/ and
short /i/
Teacher says
“remember in our
word work when
we’ve been doing
ai”
Yara says container
correctly
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Teacher is explicitly
connecting the word
work lessons to help her
decode words while
authentically reading

Yara was able to transfer
the word work
knowledge to the word
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Appendix H:
Dalton’s Reading Response Sessions

Session 8
Before each session
Dalton engaged in
multisyllabic word
work lessons where
he focused on
recognizing and
building words by
their syllables

Time

Description

21:36

Dalton tries to spell
the word ‘Valentine’

Locating the
Problem Prompt

He first spells it
‘Valentin’

Observation/Explanation

Dalton is not
recognizing that the last
syllable in the word uses
the CVCe pattern

As he is reading the
sentence with the
word in it to the
teacher, he says, “oh
wait!”
The teacher says,
“oh look, Val en tin”

This is how I called
attention to the part of
the word that contained
the phonics pattern we
were learning in word
work, but not
specifically saying what
pattern it was to help
guide Dalton to take a
closer look at all of the
syllables in the word

Dalton says, “Oh!”

Dalton was then able to
recognize the last
syllable was not correct
and used it to help him
encode the word and
spell it correctly.

Dalton spells the
word correctly
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Appendix I:
Marcus’s Reading Response Session

Session 2
Before this session
Marcus engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, o-e, i-e, u-e

Time

Description

Observation/Explanation

39:30

Marcus wants to
spell met, but first
spells it mete

Marcus is using, but
confusing his CVCe
knowledge acquired
through word work
lessons

The teacher writes
on the side for
Marcus the words
can and cane and
says, “how are these
two words different
in their spelling and
in their sound?”

This is how I tried to
call attention to the
pattern being taught in
the word work lessons to
help guide Marcus to
take a closer look at the
CVC and CVCe
patterns.

Remembering the
Pattern Prompt

Marcus then says
‘met’ should be
spelled meate
The teacher says, “If
we want ‘e’ to say
short /e/ sound in
met, how can we
look at the word can
to figure that out. Is
there an ‘e’
anywhere at the end
of that word?”

I am again calling
attention to the pattern
being taught in the word
work lessons to help
guide Marcus to take a
closer look at the CVC
and CVCe patterns.

Marcus says, no

Marcus recognizes that
the CVC pattern was
necessary and used it to
help him encode the
word and spell it
correctly

Marcus spells the
word correctly
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Appendix J:
Yara’s Reading Response Session

Session 5
Before this session
Yara engaged in
word work lessons
focusing on the
following patterns:
a-e, i-e, ea, ee, ai, ay

Time

Description

Observation/Explanation

18:12

Yara tries to spell
the word notes

Locating the
Problem Prompt

She writes nots

Yara is not remembering
to use her previously
mastered CVCe phonics
pattern

The teacher says,
“Oh look, how do
you spell note?
Because what does
this say?”

I am encouraging Yara
to be agentive and slve
the problem on her own

Yara says, “notes”

She does not realize the
problem

The teacher says,
“Well, I don’t see an
/e/ do you? What
does this say?”
Yara says, /n/ /o/,
nots.

I then call attention to
the pattern being used in
the word help guide
Yara to take a closer
look at the word and
think about the CVC and
CVCe patterns.

The teacher says,
“nots, but what do
we want to say?

Again, I am encouraging
Yara to be a problem
solver

We both agree we
want to say notes

30:15

The teachers ask,
“so what do you
need to add?”
Yara spells the word
correctly

Yara is agentive and
solves the problem on
her own because of the
prompts given by the
teacher

Yara tries to spell
the word agreed

Yara is not
recognizing the
vowel digraph pattern
from our word work

She spells it, agred
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Transferring to
Solve the Problem
Prompt

lessons
The teacher says,
“Think about our
word work lessons.
How would we get
the ‘e’ to say long e
instead of short e?”

This is how I make it
explicit to Yara that the
word work done prior to
the guided reading
lesson can help her
encode the word

Yara thinks about it

I notice Yara is still not
remembering so I make
The teacher says,
it explicit again that our
“Well, what have we word work lessons can
been doing in our
help her encode this
word work lessons?” word
The teacher models
by writing the and
saying the words,
need, seat, neat, and
seed
Yara decides she
needs two e’s in
agree
She writes agreed
correctly
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Yara is able to transfer
the word work
knowledge to help her
encode the word and
spell it correctly.
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Appendix K
Timeline
The timeline for the research process was as follows:


September 2, 2015 – Completed CITI training for Institutional Review Board
(IRB) certification



December, 2015 – Completed Proposal and gained Committee approval



December, 2015 – Submitted Proposal to Burnett Honors College



Mid-January, 2016 – Started IRB review process



February 9, 2016 – Received IRB Approval



February 15, 2016 – Sent consent forms home



February 22, 2016 – Deadline for parents to return consent forms



February 23 & 24, 2016 – Gave initial Spelling and Running Record assessments



February 25-26, 2016 – Analyzed assessment data



February 29, 2016 – Started lessons



March 17, 2016 – Ended lessons



March 18, 2016 – Started data analysis



March 21, 2016 – Started thesis writing



March 24, 2016 – Submitted Thesis for Initial Format Review



April 6, 2016 – Completed Thesis Defense



April 21, 2016 – Submitted Approval Form and Thesis to Honors College



April 22, 2016 – Final Thesis Submission
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